Let π be a set of primes. We say that a finite group G is a D π -group if the maximal π-subgroups of G are conjugate. In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to Problem 17.44(b) from "Kourovka notebook", namely we prove that in a D π -group an overgroup of a π-Hall subgroup is always a D π -group.
Introduction
Throughout G is a finite group, and π is a set of primes. We denote by π 1 the set of all primes not in π, by πpnq the set of all prime divisors of a positive
The analogous problem for C π -property (see [16, Problem 17 .44(a)]) was answered in the affirmative (cf. [26, 27] ). An equivalent formulation to this statement is: in a C π -group π-Hall subgroups are pronormal. Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be pronormal if, for every g P G, H and H g are conjugate in xH, H g y. According to [25] , we say that G satisfies U π , if G P D π and every overgroup of a π-Hall subgroup of G satisfies D π . We denote also by U π the class of all finite groups satisfying U π . Thus Problem 1 can be reformulated in the following way: Problem 2. Is it true that D π " U π ?
The following main theorem gives an affirmative answer to Problems 1 and 2. One can formulate this statement by using the concept of strong pronormality. According to [25] , a subgroup H of a group G is said to be strongly pronormal if, for every g P G and K ď H, there exists x P xH, K g y such that K gx ď H. Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following Theorem 2. Let π be a set of primes. In a D π -group π-Hall subgroups are strongly pronormal.
In [18, Theorem 7.7] , it was proven that G satisfies D π if and only if each composition factor of G satisfies D π . Using this result, an analogous criterion for U π is obtained in [23] . In order to solve [16, Problem 17 .44(a)], the pronormality of Hall subgroup in finite simple groups was proven in [26] . The strong pronormality of Hall subgroups in finite simple groups together with Theorem 3 would imply the main theorem. However, M.Nesterov in [17] showed that PSp 10 p7q contains a t2, 3u-Hall subgroup that is not strongly pronormal.
Theorem 3 reduces Problem 1 to a similar problem for simple D π -groups. All simple D π -groups are known: in pure arithmetic terms, necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple group G to satisfy D π can be found in [19] . It was proved in [23] that if G P D π is an alternating group, a sporadic group or a group of Lie type in characteristic p P π, then G satisfies U π . An affirmative answer to Problem 1 in case 2 P π is obtained in [15] . In this paper, we consider the remaining case of D π -groups of Lie type in characteristic p with 2, p R π.
Notation and preliminary results
All groups in the paper are assumed to be finite. Our notation is standard and agrees with that of [4] and [11] . By A : B and A . B we denote a split extension and an arbitrary extension of a group A by a group B, respectively. Symbol AˆB denotes the direct product of A and B. If G is a group and S is a permutation group, then G ≀ S is the permutation wreath product of G and S. We use notations H ď G and H G instead of "H is a subgroup of G" and "H is a normal subgroup of G", respectively. For M Ď G we set
The subgroup generated by a subset M is denoted by xMy. The normalizer and the centralizer of H in G are denoted by N G pHq and C G pHq, respectively, while ZpGq is the center of G. The generalized Fitting subgroup of G is denoted by F˚pGq. For a group G, we denote by AutpGq and OutpGq the automorphism group and the outer automorphism group, respectively. Denote a cyclic group of order n by n, and an arbitrary solvable group of order n by vnw. Recall that, for a group X and a prime t, a t-rank m t pXq is the maximal rank of elementary abelian t-subgroups of X.
Throughout, q is a finite field of order q and characteristic p. By η we always denote an element of the set t`,´u and we use η instead of η1 as well. In order to make uniform statements and arguments, we use the following notations GLǹ pqq " GL n pqq, GLń pqq " GU n pqq, SLǹ pqq " SL n pqq, SLń pqq " SU n pqq, PSLǹ pqq " PSL n pqq, PSLń pqq " PSU n pqq, E6 pqq " E 6 pqq, E6 pqq " 2 E 6 pqq. If G is a group of Lie type, then by W pGq we denote the Weyl group of G.
The integral part of a real number x is denoted by rxs. For integers n and m, we denote by gcdpn, mq and lcmpn, mq the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple, respectively. If π is a set of primes, then minpπq is the smallest prime in π. If n is a positive integer, then n π is the largest divisor d of n with πpdq Ď π. If g is an element of a group then there are elements g π and g π 1 in xgy such that g " g π g π 1 and |g π | is a π-number, while |g π 1 | is a π 1 -number. If r is an odd prime and k is an integer not divisible by r, then epk, rq is the smallest positive integer e with k e " 1 pmod rq. So, epk, rq is the multiplicative order of k modulo r. In particular, if e " epk, rq, then
For a natural number e set e˚"
if e " 0 pmod 4q, e{2 if e " 2 pmod 4q.
The next result may be found in [28] . and p R π. Set r " minpπ X πpSqq and τ " pπ X πpSqqztru. Denote by a the number epq, rq. We say that pS, πq satisfies Condition II if there exists t P τ with b " epq, tq ‰ a and one of the following holds.
(a) S » A n´1 pqq, a " r´1, b " r, pq r´1´1 q r " r,
 " " n r ı and both epq, sq " b and n ă bs hold for every s P τ .
n "´1 pmod rq and both epq, sq " b and n ă bs hold for every s P τ .
, n "´1 pmod rq and epq, sq " b for every s P τ .
(g) S » 2 D n pqq, a " 1 pmod 2q, n " b " 2a and for every s P τ either epq, sq " a or epq, sq " b.
, n " a " 2b and for every s P τ either epq, sq " a or epq, sq " b.
In cases (g)-(h), a π-Hall subgroup of S » 2 D n pqq is cyclic.
Condition III. Suppose that S is not isomorphic to 2 B 2 pqq, 2 G 2 pqq, 2 F 4 pqq 1 and p R π. Set r " minpπ X πpSqq and τ " pπ X πpSqqztru. Denote by c the number epq, rq. We say that pS, πq satisfies Condition III if epq, tq " c for every t P τ and one of the following holds.
(a) S » A n´1 pqq and n ă ct for every t P τ .
(b) S » 2 A n´1 pqq, c " 0 pmod 4q and n ă ct for every t P τ .
(c) S » 2 A n´1 pqq, c " 2 pmod 4q and 2n ă ct for every t P τ .
(d) S » 2 A n´1 pqq, c " 1 pmod 2q and n ă 2ct for every t P τ .
(e) S is isomorphic to one of the groups B n pqq, C n pqq or 2 D n pqq, c is even and 2n ă ct for every t P τ .
(f) S is isomorphic to one of the groups B n pqq, C n pqq or D n pqq, c is odd and n ă ct for every t P τ .
(g) S » D n pqq, c is even and 2n ď ct for every t P τ .
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(h) S » 2 D n pqq, c is odd and n ď ct for every t P τ .
(j) S » E 6 pqq and if r " 3 and c " 1 then 5, 13 R τ .
(k) S » 2 E 6 pqq and if r " 3 and c " 2 then 5, 13 R τ .
(l) S » E 7 pqq; if r " 3 and c P t1, 2u then 5, 7, 13 R τ , and if r " 5 and c P t1, 2u then 7 R τ .
(m) S » E 8 pqq; if r " 3 and c P t1, 2u then 5, 7, 13 R τ , and if r " 5 and c P t1, 2u then 7, 31 R τ .
(n) S » G 2 pqq.
(o) S » F 4 pqq and if r " 3 and c " 1 then 13 R τ .
Condition IV. We say that pS, πq satisfies Condition IV if one of the following holds.
In the next three lemmas, we recall some preliminary results about U π -property.
Lemma 4. [23, Theorem 4] If G P D π is either an alternating group, or a sporadic simple group, or a simple group of Lie type in characteristic
p P π, then G satisfies U π .
Lemma 5. [15, Lemma 3]
The following statements are equivalent.
In view of Lemma 6, we consider the case when π is a set of odd primes. Suppose that 2, p R π and H is a π-Hall subgroup of G. Set r " minpπXπpGqq and τ " pπ X πpGqqztru. Then H has a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup.
In spite of Lemma 7, we say that a pair pG, πq satisfies (˚) if every π-subgroup of G has a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup, where r " minpπ X πpGqq and τ " pπ X πpGqqztru.
Suppose that G P E π is a group of Lie type in characteristic p and 2, p R π. If G P D π then every π-subgroup of G is contained in a π-Hall subgroup of G, and hence by Lemma 7 we have that pG, πq satisfies (˚). The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for the validity of the converse statement. [20, ) Let S be a simple group. Suppose that 2 R π and S P E π zD π . Set r " minpπ X πpSqq and τ " pπ X πpSqqztru. Then one of the following holds.
(
II) S is a group of Lie type with the base field q of characteristic p and either (A) or (B) below is true:
(A) p P π, p divides |W pSq|, every t P pπ X πpSqqztpu divides q´1 and does not divide |W pSq|.
(B) p R π and one of (a)-(i) below holds.
and for every t P τ we have epq, tq " 1 and n ă t.
and for every t P τ we have epq, tq " 2 and n ă t.
or πpq`1q, 3, 13 P π X πpSq.
Remark on Lemma 9. Consider simple classical groups in characterictic p. Suppose that 2, p R π. If a simple classical group satisfies E π and does not satisfy D π , then it must be linear or unitary by Lemma 9. Thus if S P E π is a simple orthogonal or sympletic group, then S P D π . However, there are isomorphisms amongst the classical groups, and it may happen that a simple orthogonal or sympletic group S P E π is isomorphic to a linear or unitary group S 1 (see [11, Proposition 2.9.1]). One can check in this case that S 1 P D π . For instance, suppose that S " PΩ6 pqq » PSL4 pqq " S 1 .
Assume also that S 1 P E π zD π , and therefore S 1 satisfies one of items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9. If r " minpπ X πpS 1 qq, we have that r ď n " 4 (see Lemma 11 below) and so r " 3. Then " n r´1 ‰ ‰ " n r ‰ and none of conditions II(B)a-II(B)c holds. Hence we conclude that S 1 " PSL4 pqq P D π . Thus if S is a simple orthogonal or sympletic group in characteristic p, π is a set of primes with 2, p R π and S P E π , then S P D π .
We consider GLń pqq as the set tpa ij q P GL n pq 2 q | pa q ij q " ppa ij q´1q J u, where pa ij q J " pa ji q is the transposed of pa ij q. In the following statement, we specify the structure of π-Hall subgroup in GL η n pqq in case 2, p R π and GL η n pqq does not satisfy D π . Lemma 10. Let G " GL η n pqq, where q " p m and p is a prime. Denote by D the subgroup of all diagonal matrices in G, so that D » pq´ηq n , and by P the subgroup of permutation matrices of G, so that P » S n and P normalizes D. Suppose that 2, p R π and G P E π zD π . Set r " minpπ X πpGqq and τ " pπ X πpGqqztru. Then the following statements hold.
(a) r does not divide q´η, τ Ď πpq´ηq, and a π-Hall subgroup T of D is isomorphic to pq´ηq n τ .
(b) P is a τ 1 -group, a π-Hall subgroup of P is nontrivial and coincides with a Sylow r-subgroup R of P and R is elementary abelian of order r rn{rs .
(c) R normalizes T and T R is a π-Hall subgroup of G. In particular, |G| π " pq´ηq n τ r rn{rs .
(d) Consider the automorphism ϕ : pa ij q Þ Ñ pa p ij q of G. Then ϕ normalizes T and centralizes R. In particular, ϕ normalizes T R.
Proof. Since G P E π zD π and 2 R π, Lemma 2(d, f) implies that the unique nonabelian composition factor S " PSL η n pqq of G lies in E π zD π . Since p R π, we obtain that S satisfies one of items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9. Observe that πpGq " πpSq. Denote epq, rq by e.
(a) Since D » pq´ηq n is abelian, D satisfies D π . Items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9 imply τ Ď πpq´ηq. It suffies, therefore, to prove that r does not divide q´η.
If η "`, then S " PSL n pqq satisfies item II(B)a of Lemma 9. It now follows that e " r´1 ą 1, and so r does not divide q´1.
If η "´, then S " PSU n pqq satisfies either II(B)b or II(B)c of Lemma 9. It is easy to see that in both cases e is not equal to 2, and so r does not divide q`1. Observe also that in both cases e˚" r´1. Thus r R πpq´ηq, as required.
(b) It follows from items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9 that n ă t for every t P τ , and hence P » S n is a τ 1 -group. Then |π X πpP q| ď 1, and P satisfies D π by the Sylow theorems. As we have seen above, if η "`then e " r´1, and if η "´then e˚" r´1. Lemma 1 implies that |GL n pqq| r " pq e´1 q rn{es r prn{es!q r , | GU n pqq| r " pq e˚´p´1 q e˚qrn{e˚s r prn{e˚s!q r .
Hence |GL η n pqq| r " pq r´1´1 q rn{pr´1qs r prn{pr´1qs!q r .
Since r divides the order of G, we have that n ě r´1. Also, since
, we have that n ě r, and so a Sylow r-subgroup R of P is nontrivial. Then d " " n r ‰ ą 0 and it follows from d " " n r´1 ‰ that n " dr`k " dpr´1q`pd`kq and 0 ă d`k ă r´1.
In particular, d ă r´1 and a Sylow r-subgroup R of P is isomorphic to r d by [10, 11.3 
In view of (1), we conclude that |G| r " r rn{r´1s " r rn{rs , as required. Calculate t-part of order of G for every t P τ . It follows from items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9 that epq, tq " epq, sq for every t, s P τ . Denote epq, tq by f . Observe that if η "`then f " 1, and if η "´then f " 2 and f˚" 1. Since n ă t, Lemma 1 yields
f˚q rn{f˚s t prn{f˚s!q t " pq`1q n t pn!q t " pq`1q n t
Thus |G| τ " pq´ηq n τ , as required. (d) Clearly, ϕ normalizes D and centralizes P . In particular, ϕ also centralizes R. Since T is a characteristic subgroup of D, we have that ϕ normalizes T .
(e) We will denote by D i the subgroup of D consisting of all matrices diagp1, . . . , α, . . . , 1q where α is an element of the corresponding field such that α q " α and α is placed on the ith position. Let T i be the unique τ -Hall subgroup of D i . It is clear that both P and R act on the set Ω " tT 1 , . . . , T n u via conjugation. Since R is a Sylow r-subgroup of P » S n , and in view of (2), R has d orbits of size r and k orbits of size 1 on Ω (see [10, 11. 3.1, Example III]). It is easy to see that if ∆ is an orbit of R on Ω then C x∆y pRq » pq´ηq τ and C T pRq " xC x∆y pRq | ∆ is an orbit of R on Ωy » pq´ηq
Since R is abelian, we obtain that
Thus, for every t P τ , the maximal rank of elementary abelian t-subgroup m t pC T R pRqq is equal to d`k.
Since PSL η n pqq is a unique nonabelian composition factor of GL η n pqq, as a consequence of (a) and the proof of (b) we obtain Lemma 11. Let S " PSL η n pqq, where q " p m , and let 2, p R π. Set r " minpπ X πpSqq. Then S P E π zD π implies gcdpn, q´ηq π " 1 and r ď n ď rpr´2q.
Lemma 12.
Let G " GL η n pqq, where q " p m and p is a prime. Consider the automorphism ϕ : pa ij q Þ Ñ pa p ij q of G. Suppose that 2, p R π and G P E π zD π . Set r " minpπ X πpGqq and τ " pπ X πpGqqztru. Take arbitrary t P τ . Then G contains an r-subgroup R and an elementary abelian t-subgroup K such that (c) if m is divisible by t and ψ P xϕy is of order t, then K in (b) can be chosen such that K ď C G pψq X C G pRq.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 10(b) that d " rn{rs ą 0. The equality n " dpr´1q`d`k implies that G contains a subgroup of block-diagonal matrices
This subgroup is ϕ-invariant. Every GL η r´1 pqq contains a subgroup GL If m is divisible by t, then q " q t 0 where q 0 " p m{t . By Fermat's little theorem q 0 " q pmod tq and since q " η pmod tq we obtain that q 0 " η pmod tq.
Consider a subgroup X 0 such that Y ď X 0 ď X and
Clearly, X 0 ď GL η n pq 0 q " C G pψq. It is easy to see that ZpX 0 q ď ZpXq and since t divides q 0´η , we conclude that K ď ZpX 0 q ď C G pψq.
We also need some information about automorphisms of groups of Lie type. Let S be a simple group of Lie type. Definitions of diagonal, field and graph automorphisms of S agree with that of [21] . The group of innerdiagonal automorphisms of S is denoted by p S. By [21, 3.2], there exists a field automorphism ρ of S such that every automorphism σ of S can be written σ " βρ l γ, with β and γ being an inner-diagonal and a graph automorphisms, respectively, and l ě 0. The group xρy is denoted by Φ S . In view of [3, , the group Φ S is determined up to p S-conjugacy. Since S is centerless, we can identify S with the group of its inner automorphisms. [11] . Maximal subgroups of exceptional groups of Lie type are specified in Lemmas 14 and 15.
Let G be a finite exceptional simple group of Lie type over q , where q " p a . Then by [22] there is a simple adjoint algebraic group G over the algebraic closure of q , and a surjective endomorphism σ of G such that G " O p 1 pG σ q, the subgroup of G σ generated by all its p-elements. (e) F˚pMq is as in Table 3 . 2qq`q`?2q`1q : 12.
(i) PGU 3 pqq : 2.
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In view of Lemma 6, we may assume that 2 R π. By Lemma 5 it is sufficient to prove the following statement in each simple nonabelian D π -group G, all maximal subgroups containing a π-Hall subgroup of G satisfy D π .
Statement (3) is true for alternating and sporadic simple groups, and simple groups of Lie type, if the characteristic p lies in π, by Lemma 4. Thus we remain to consider simple groups of Lie type in characteristic p with p R π. So we assume that G is a simple D π -group of Lie type with the base field q of characteristic p and 2, p R π.
In view of the Sylow theorems, we suppose that |π X πpGq| ě 2. So G satisfies one of Conditions II-IV of Lemma 3. Throughout this section, let H be a π-Hall subgroup of G, M a maximal subgroup of G with H ď M. Clearly, H is a π-Hall subgroup of M, in particular M P E π . We proof (3) if we show that M satisfies D π .
Assume by contradiction that M does not satisfy D π . Since M P E π , Lemma 2(d) implies that every composition factor of M satisfies E π . Since M R D π , Lemma 2(f) implies that M has a nonabelian composition factor S P E π zD π .
Recall that r " minpπ X πpGqq and τ " pπ X πpGqqztru. We proceed in a series of steps.
Step 1. The following statements hold.
(a) |π X πpSq| ě 2;
pq 1 q for some q 1 , n 1 and η; S satisfies one of items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9. In particular, τ X πpSq Ď πpq 1´η q, and t ą n 1 for every t P τ X πpSq;
(e) r R πpq 1´η q, gcdpn 1 , q 1´η q π " 1 and r ď n 1 ď rpr´2q:
(f) OutpSq is an r 1 -group.
Note: As we mentioned in Remark on Lemma 9, S cannot be isomorphic to an orthogonal or sympletic group.
(a) If |π X πpSq| ď 1 then S P D π by the Sylow theorems. Consequently, |π X πpSq| ě 2.
(b), (c) Since G satisfies D π , every π-subgroup of G is contained in a π-Hall subgroup of G. It follows from Lemma 7 that pG, πq satisfies (˚), i. e. every π-subgroup of G has a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup. Lemma 2(b) implies that every π-subgroup of S is a homomorphic image of a π-subgroup of M and hence of G. Thus every π-subgroup of S possesses a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup, in particular, a π-Hall subgroup of S possesses a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup.
If r R πpSq then a π-Hall subgroup of S is abelian. So by Lemma 2(e) we have S P D π , a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude r P πpSq, as required. So r " minpπ X πpSqq and pπ X πpSqqztru " τ X πpSq. Since every π-subgroup of S possesses a normal abelian τ -Hall subgroup, we obtain that pS, πq satisfies (˚).
(d) Since 2 R π and S P E π zD π , the possibilities for S are determined in Lemma 9.
Suppose that S satisfies item (I) of Lemma 9. Then S » O 1 N and π X πpSq " t3, 5u. But a t3, 5u-Hall subgroup of O 1 N does not possess a normal Sylow 5-subgroup (see proof of [5, Theorem 6.14]), hence pS, πq does not satisfy (˚) and this case is impossible.
Consequently, S is a group of Lie type with a base field q 1 of a characteristic p 1 . Assume first that S satisfies item II(A) of Lemma 9, and so p 1 P π. If p 1 ‰ r then r P pπ X πpSqqztp 1 u and r does not divide |W pSq|. Since πp|W pSq|q " πpl!q for some natural l, we obtain that l ă r ă p 1 and it contradicts the fact that p 1 divides |W pSq|. Suppose now that p 1 " r. Denote by U a Sylow p 1 -subgroup of S. In view of [5, Theorem 3.2] , a Borel subgroup B " N S pUq contains a π-Hall subgroup H 0 of S. Since a τ -Hall subgroup Q of H 0 is normal (in H 0 ), we obtain that H 0 " UˆQ. So H 0 is nilpotent, and S P D π by Lemma 2(e), a contradiction.
Hence S satisfies item II(B) of Lemma 9, in particular, p 1 R π. If S satisfies one of items II(B)d-II(B)i, then π X πpSq Ď πpq 1˘1 q, and therefore epq 1 , tq " epq 1 , sq for every t, s P π X πpSq. Recall that 2, p 1 R π and S P E π . Now pS, πq satisfies (˚) by Step 1(c), so Lemma 8 implies that S satisfies D π , a contradiction. Thus S satisfies one of items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9, in particular, S » PSL 
s divisible by r 2 ; a contradiction. Now, suppose that S » PSU n 1 pq 1 q and r " 3 pmod 4q, i. e. S satisfies II(B)c of Lemma 9. Then epq 1 , rq " pr´1q{2 and epq 0 , rq " pr´1q{2. This implies that q 1`1¯´q
s divisible by r 2 ; a contradiction again.
Step 2. M is not almost simple.
Assume that M is an almost simple group. Therefore, S is a unique nonabelian composition factor of M and we may assume that S ď M ď AutpSq. Since M contains a π-Hall subgroup H of G, we arrive at a contradiction with G P D π if we find a π-subgroup of M (and hence of G) which is not isomorphic to any subgroup of H.
In order to prove Step 2, first, for every t P τ X πpSq, we estimate m t pCq, where C is the centralizer in H of a Sylow r-subgroup of H (and of both M and G, of course) and, second, we find an elementary abelian t-subgroup E of M, which centralizes a Sylow r-subgroup R 0 of H and whose rank is greater than m t pCq. It is clear that ER 0 is not isomorphic to any subgroup of H. In particular, ER 0 is not conjugate in G to any subgroup of H.
Consider the group GL η n 1 pq 1 q first. Recall that
where pa ij q J " pa ji q is the transposed of pa ij q. Let ϕ be an automorphism of GL η n 1 pq 1 q defined by ϕ : pa ij q Þ Ñ pa Observe that B is isomorphic to p SΦ S , where p S " PGL η n 1 pq 1 q and Φ S are defined in Lemma 13. By Lemma 2(a) we see that T R is a π-Hall subgroup of p S and H 1 is a π-Hall subgroup of B. Since | p S : S| " gcdpn 1 , q 1´η q is a π 1 -number by Step 1(e), we obtain T R ď S and H 1 X S " T R is a π-Hall subgroup of S. In particular, R is a Sylow r-subgroup of S.
Note that H is a π-subgroup of AutpSq. It follows from Lemma 13 that | AutpSq{B| P t1, 2u. Since 2 R π, we conclude that H is contained in B. Since H is a π-Hall subgroup of M, we have that H X S is a π-Hall subgroup of S. Lemma 2(d) yields that S P C π . Therefore we may assume that H X S and T R coincide.
Step 1(f) implies that every Sylow r-subgroup of S is a Sylow r-subgroup of AutpSq. In particular, R is a Sylow r-subgroup of H and H{pH X Sq is a τ -group. Recall that r does not divide q 1´η by Step 1(e). Therefore, gcdp|R|, |ZpGL η n 1 pq 1 qq|q " 1 and R » R. It now follows from [9, 3.28 ] that C T pRq " C T pRq. Thus,
τˆR by Lemma 10(e), where d and k are defined by d " rn{rs and k " n´dr, we obtain that C T R pRq » pq 1´η q d`k´1 τˆR and m t pC HXS pRqq " d`k´1 for every t P τ X πpSq.
As we have seen above, | p S : S| is a π 1 -number. Thus
and H{pH X Sq is cyclic. Therefore, if t P τ X πpSq, then m t pC H pRqq´m t pC HXS pRqq ď 1 and m t pC H pRqq is equal to either d`k´1 or d`k. The Sylow theorems imply that the same statement holds for the centralizer in H of an arbitrary Sylow r-subgroup of H. Take some t P τ XπpSq. As we have noted above, we complete Step 2 if we find a subgroup E in HS ď M such that E is an elementary abelian t-group of rank greater than m t pC H pRqq and E centralizes a Sylow r-subgroup R 0 of HS.
Lemma 12 implies that there is a subgroup R 1ˆK in GL
If m t pC H pRqq equals d`k´1, then E " K is a desired subgroup. Indeed, the rank of K is equal to 2d`k´1 and is greater than d`k´1, since d " rn 1 {rs ą 0 in view of Step 1(e). Moreover, K centralizes the Sylow r-subgroup R 0 " R 1 of both S and HS.
If m t pC H pRqq equals d`k, then |C H pRq{C HXS pRq| ą 1 and C H pRq contains an element h of order t such that h R S. Moreover, h R p S, since | p S : S| is a π 1 -number. In view of [3, (7-2)] we obtain that xhy " xψy δ where ψ P xϕy is of order t and δ is an element in p S. By Lemma 12(c), we can assume that K is centralized by ψ. The subgroup E " xK, ψy δ " xK δ , ψ δ y is an elementary abelian t-subgroup of HS. The rank of E is equal to 2d`k and E centralizes the Sylow r-subgroup R 0 " R 1 δ of both S and HS. So, E is a desired subgroup. This completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3. G is not a classical group.
Assume that G is a classical group, and so G satisfies either Condition II or Condition III of Lemma 3. If G satisfies either item (g) or item (h) of Condition II, then a π-Hall subgroup H of G is cyclic. Since H ď M, it follows from Lemma 2(e) that M satisfies D π , a contradiction. Therefore, G satisfies either Condition III or one of items (a)-(f) of Condition II, in particular epq, tq " epq, sq for every t, s P τ . Set a " epq, rq and b " epq, tq for every t P τ.
Since M is not almost simple by Step 2, the famous Aschbacher's theorem [1] implies that M belongs to one of Aschbacher's classes C 1´C8 . The structure of members of Aschbacher's classes is specified in [11] . Recall that by
Step 1(b,d) M possesses a composition factor S » PSL η n 1 pq 1 q, r P πpSq and epq 1 , tq " epq 1 , sq for every t, s P τ X πpSq. Set a 1 " epq 1 , rq and b 1 " epq 1 , tq for every t P τ X πpSq.
Assume that q 1 " q. Then a 1 " a and b 1 " b. Since S satisfies one of items II(B)a-II(B)c of Lemma 9 by Step 1(d), we have that a ‰ b and b ď 2. Consequently, G cannot satisfy Condition III, and so one of items (a)-(f) of Condition II holds for G. This implies that b ě r ą 2, a contradiction. Thus we conclude that q 1 ‰ q.
We now consider Aschbacher's classes to specify all possibilities for M to have a composition factor S isomorphic to PSL η n 1 pq 1 q with q 1 ‰ q (recall that S cannot be isomorphic to orthogonal or sympletic groups). The structure of members of Aschbacher's classes C 1´C8 is presented in [11, Chapter 4] . By using this information, we check below that, in every case when M is an element of corresponding Aschbacher's class C 1´C8 , there is at most one such possibility for M. In this case, S » PSL n 1 pq 1 q with n 1 " m and q 1 " q 2 . 
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. PSL n{2 pq 2 q . . 2.
In this case, S » PSL n 1 pq 1 q with n 1 " n{2 and q 1 " q 2 .
C 3 : The structure of members of C 3 is presented in [11, §4.3] . The unique possibility for M appears in [11, Proposition 4.3.6 ]:
